The order of preparation for the first installation of the EMDEZ 03 / 5L
disinfection station.

The station is equipped as standard with the following equipment:
•
Pack of tear-off gloves - 100 pcs.
•
A cassette enabling the use of a nitrile glove pack instead of tear-off gloves
•
Set of (6 pcs) R14 batteries inserted into the container
•
Pins (2 pcs.) to screw the entire station to the ground.
The order of actions:
The disinfectant tank is located in the upper part of the station, which results in the
center of gravity shifting upwards. This may cause a danger of the station tilting
during the process of filling the tank with liquid, when it is extended on the guides
outside the station column.
For this reason, it is recommended to screw the entire station to the ground with two
screws. The holes are located in the base of the station next to the base of the
basket

•

After setting up and screwing the station to the ground, the disinfectant liquid
in the dispenser tank should be fully replenished. Before, pull the entire
dispenser forward. After filling the tank, switch on the battery power supply
with the switch in the upper right corner of the dispenser and make several
functional tests to fill the fluid system.

Pegs for attaching the cassette
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•

The meaning and description of how the signaling lamps on the station door
light up.
Description: during normal operation and when the dispenser is not activated, the
signal lamps do not light up, only after putting your hand in the disinfection chamber
marked with a red arrow on the station door, both lamps will light up green.
This will work every time until an alarm condition occurs (low liquid level or low
battery level).
If an alarm condition is detected, the corresponding alarm lamp will light up red and
remain so until the cause of the alarm has been removed (description in the table
below).
Left lamp - battery level:
- green - O.K. level
- red - low level - replace batterie.
Right lamp – disinfectant level:
- green - O.K. level
- red low fluid level – refill the tank.

•

Installation of the cassette with nitrile gloves.

If at the destination of the station nitrile gloves in the box are to be used, the cassette
included with the set must be attached using four nuts
Pegs for attaching the cassette

M4 nuts (optional)

